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What is Health Literacy?
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Health literacy is the amount to which individuals have the ability to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions. The Institute of Medicine reports that 90 million people, which is nearly half our adult population, lack the health literacy skills needed to understand and act on health information and health system demands.



Why is Health Literacy 
Important?
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Health literacy is essential for successful access to care and use of services, self-care of chronic conditions, and maintenance of health and wellness.People with low health literacy are less able to care for their chronic conditions. They use more healthcare services— more visits and longer stays.They also have higher mortality rates, especially from cardiovascular disease. They are more likely to engage in unsafe or inappropriate use of prescription or over-the-counter medications.Less likely to use preventive health services. (i.e. yearly check-ups/ dental exams)They also have difficulty navigating the health care system.



How Can You Help Patrons?
Book Displays

Display Health Materials

Online Resources

Think about Privacy

Earn your CHIS
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There are lots of ways that we can help patrons.We have book displays highlighting health issues (e.g. November was Alzheimer's Month so I had a display and included materials that they could take with them). Have both fiction and nonfiction books available. May is Mental Health Awareness Month- I’m coordinating with a community partner on our book display, flat display case, and art display.I’ll talk about how to get free materials in a minute. But October was breast cancer awareness month so I ordered pamphlets about breast cancer awareness and put them out along with stickers and pens. The reference staff all know where I keep them, so if someone wants something they can still get it.You can show/tell them about the online resources that the library has. Talk about what medical databases the library subscribes to and show them how to access it. JMRL subscribes to Magills.Explain MedlinePlus and mention that Web M.D. does not always have accurate information and cannot always be trusted.JMRL’s website has a listing of local health resources that can be printed. The resources include phone numbers and addresses for mental health support and treatment, health groups/hospitals/clinics, and substance abuse screening and treatment. There is also information on community centers that focus on healthy aging for seniors. If your library doesn’t have this list, I encourage you to compile one and then periodically update it.Think about privacy- take a patron to the stacks to look at the titles, there’s usually less people there then at the ref desk. They might be more comfortable asking their questions in a less-crowded setting.You can also earn your Consumer Health Information Specialization. The level one CHIS is earned after 12 hours of coursework, there is a list of approved courses that you can take on the MLA website. I’m currently working on level two- which is an additional eight hours. I got 8 of my hours for my level 1 certification through attending Stand Up for Health at PLA, but you can take that course online. Taking the courses shows you resources that you might not have known about and it’s also an opportunity to really look into the demographics of your area to find out what the health needs are.

https://www.mlanet.org/page/chis


Resources and Mater ials
Free publicat ions from the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, NIMH, 
and the National Inst itute on Aging 

MedlinePlus

Virginia Breast Cancer Foundation
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I order free publications to go along with displays from the Department of Health and Human Services. I’ve ordered from the National Institute of Mental Health (for Mental Health Awareness month in May) and from the NIA. They typically take about 3-4 weeks to come in, so plan ahead. Some are available in Spanish. There’s usually a limit on how many you can order (25 or 50, or as low as 1 or 5). MedlinePlus- you can print the easy-to-read materials in multiple languages.VBCF- you can order information about breast cancer and it has information about different types of breast cancer/resources for family members, etc.

https://order.nia.nih.gov/
https://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/publications/index.shtml
https://medlineplus.gov/
https://www.vbcf.org/


Health Library/
Fit Kits
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We’ve started circulating health kits and they’ve been really popular.6 kits to start- Yoga, blood pressure monitor, hand therapy, cardio, and foam roller.And, we received a grant from the Virginia Breast Cancer Foundation- with that money we were able to add a 6th kit- pilates for breast cancer survivors.The kits ranged in cost from about $40-120. Each kit has at least one book that explains the health objective in greater detail. Some kits have instructions in multiple languages. They are all housed at the Central Library, but anyone in the system can check them out. We will put holds in-between checkouts to clean the kits and to make sure all the parts are there. This is a great way for people to try out exercise and health equipment without having to buy anything.



Grants
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2 grants from UVA health system- ipads- we purchased 4 ipads and I installed health apps on them and took them to senior centers to show people how to use them. Since then, we’ve used the ipads for other programs and we mounted one on the reference desk so that we can show people the apps. (children’s- yoga mats and healthy food)2nd from UVA- hotspots/data, speaker. JMRL already circulates hotspots, but there are always holds on them. The thinking behind the hotspots- people need internet access to look up health information. Speaker- Helen Osborne- over 10 different community organizations attended.1 from VBCF (you can only get 1 every 2 years)- pilates kit/booksPLA- about Open Enrollment. Paid for an ad for on of our local weekly papers and for a facebook ad. We also put a link to open enrollment on our homepage and wrote a blog post and posted on Instagram.



Staff Need to be Healthy Too
Under-desk bikes

Walking meetings

City of Charlottesville Wellness 
Committee
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As part of a health literacy initiative, Central purchased 2 pieces of under-desk exercise equipment that staff can use- these cost about $200 total. We do not let patrons use them and they are checked out by staff.When it’s nice out- try a walking meeting (will not work if you need a computer/or take a bunch of notes).I’ve joined Charlottesville’s Wellness Committee- it’s for city staff. We meeting monthly and talk about health initiatives and ways for city employees to be healthier.



Questions?
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